Sharing Australia's love for Premium Italian Food & Beverage

RETAIL BRANDS

Imported and available exclusively through Bruno Fine Foods
Headquartered in Pascoe Vale Melbourne, Bruno Fine Foods has sourced and delivered premium Italian food and beverage
across Australia since 1956.
Our vision is to become Australia’s most loved and trusted merchant for premium ingredients; helping our customers warm
the hearts of the world through food.

Delverde
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1967
Region: Fara San Martino, Abruzzo, Italy
Premium 100% Italian pasta. Delverde has been guided by its own special mission: to blend the
experience of ancient traditions with the advantages of modern technology to create a quality
pasta range that is both natural and of the highest quality.
From the Abruzzo region of Italy, Delverde Pasta is made with pure, natural spring water from
the Verde River and select durum wheat.
This philosophy is fully reflected in the choice of the company name, inspired by the Verde river
flowing beside its factory.

Pasta

Tradition plus innovation; the winning formula
Purity of water – Delverde source its precious water from the Verde River in Fara San Martino.
Captured at the mountains core and filtered by non-contaminated 7-million-year-old rocks, the
water is free of colour, taste and is naturally cold at the optimum temperature of 8 degrees
Celsius. The water is the perfect ingredient to preserve the quality and unique taste profile of
Delverde Pasta.
Purity in Grain – Perfectly refined durum wheat semolina, completely natural and preservative
free.
Production – Traditional production methods, with temperature controlled slow drying
methods to completely maintain the wheats natural properties. Delverde Pasta is modelled into
130 different shapes using bronze trafile, which is essential for creating unique pasta.

Kosher Approved*

Vegan Approved*

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Spaghetti Bronzo
#4
24 x 500g

Delverde Spaghettini Bronzo
#3
24 x 500g

Delverde Linguine
#11
24 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Bucatini
#6
24 x 500g

Delverde Fetuccelle
#13
24 x 500g

Delverde Capellini
#1
24 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Penne Lisce Bronzo
#33
20 x 500g

Delverde Penne Zita Rigate
#32
20 x 500g

Delverde Rigatoni Bronzo
#19
20 x 500g

Delverde Fusilli Bronzo
#29
20 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Farfalle
#222
20 x 500g

Delverde Elicoidali
#21
20 x 500g

Delverde Orecchiette
#61
20 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Gemelli
#63
20 x 500g

Delverde Conchiglie Rigate
#44
20 x 500g

Delverde Tubettini Lisci
#55
20 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Acini Di Pepe
#669
20 x 500g

Delverde Riso
#66
20 x 500g

Delverde Stelline
#73
20 x 500g

Delverde Fillini
#85
24 x 500g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Potato
Gnocchi
#49
12 x 500g

Delverde Lasagna Sheets in
Tray
#106
10 x 500g

Delverde Lasagna
Sheets
#106
10 x 500g

Delverde Cannelloni
Egg
#179
12 x 250g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Tagliatelle Nest
#82
12 x 250g

Delverde Tagliatelle Egg Nest
#91
12 x 250g

Delverde Fettuccine Nest
#81
12 x 250g

Delverde Angel Hair Nest
#78
12 x 250g

Pasta

Retail Range

Delverde Conchiglioni Giganti
#240
12 x 500g

Delverde Paccheri Giganti
#197
12 x 500g

Delverde Pappardelle Nests
#83
12 x 250g

Pasta

Retail Support

Shelf Labels

Shelf Talkers

Promotional Display Stands

Pasta Zini
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1956
Region: Milano, Italy
It all started when Euride Zini took the traditions of her region and all
her love for good pasta to Milan, where she moved and founded a
small pasta factory. She produced handmade fresh pasta that,
according to tradition, was to be eaten immediately or to be frozen.

Today Zini Prodotti Alimentari is still following this tradition,
by respecting original recipes and avoiding any artificial ingredients,
including colorants and additives. For product conservation Zini
exclusively uses one single natural element: cold. In its cutting-edge
Milan pasta factory, all freshly-made products are cooked and frozen
very quickly, to preserve all their taste and freshness for a long time.

Vegetarian
Approved
Vegan
Approved*

Kosher
Approved*

Pasta

Benefits of Fresh Frozen Pasta
Consistently Top Quality
The deep-freezing technology always allows the use of Italian fresh products, derived from
controlled and selected supply chains, thus eliminating completely the use of conservatives,
colorants and additives.
Food Cost Control
Productions costs are decreased due to high production standards in Zini new pasta
factory. Waste is eliminated (IQF freezing allows reviving only the amount of food needed)
and labour and energy costs for preparation are cut, which are normally estimated to be over
50% of the portion cost.
Simplification
Preparation in a wok or in a pan (perfect for show cooking) using your choice of sauces in flakes
or other homemade dressings, in the microwave oven, or in the steam/trivalent oven (large
kitchens), ideal for optimum management of the cold chain.

Pasta

Retail Range

Pasta Zini Fresh Frozen Gnocchi
6 x 1kg

Pasta Zini Fresh Frozen Large Ravioli
Mezzaluna
5 x 1kg

Pasta

Rosso Gargano
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 2008
Region: Puglia, Italy
Rosso Gargano is a brand of Futuragri spa based in
Foggia, which realises the concept of high quality shortchain production.
In fact, the company's partners are the same
tomato producers, allowing extremely precise quality
control. There are many varieties of Rosso Gargano on the
market: from peeled tomatoes to crushed. Both for home
cooking and for catering. Rosso Gargano exports all over
the world.

Tomatoes

"We Grow them, We Process them"
Key Points
Own & Operate their own farms - Rosso Gargano are the only manufacturers
in Italy that own their own farms, controlling the entire process from harvest
to packaging.
Hand Selected - 20+ Individuals select each tomato by hand to ensure
perfection and consistency.
Advantage in the kitchen - Only long tomatoes are used to produce their
chopped and crushed range. This allows for an extra advantage. Ensuring full
flavour and consistency over round tomatoes used by others.

Kosher Approved*

Vegan Approved*

BPA N.I Approved

Tomatoes

Four reasons for such a Special Tomato

I was born in the land of Puglia
where the sun, water and soil
help me grow to be healthy and
vigorous. Some of my varieties,
such as the date tomato and the
cherry tomato are irrigated with
salt water.

I am grown with passion by
farmers who banded together
and created a unique and
distinctly recognisable product.

My growth process is closely
watched by the farmers’
partnership from the time that I
sprout up young and green
from the ground to the time I
ripen full and red. And in the
end, they carefully select the
best of the crop.

I am taken to a secure facility
just hours after the harvest and
processed with the utmost care
so that I retain all my original
freshness till the moment I am
served at your table.

Tomatoes

Retail Range

Rosso Gargano Chopped
Tomato
24 x 400g

Rosso Gargano Peeled
Tomato
24 x 400g

Rosso Gargano (Polpa) Crushed Fine
Tomato
12 x 400g

Tomatoes

Retail Range

Rosso Gargano Cherry
Tomatoes
24 x 400g

Rosso Gargano Datterino
Tomatoes
24 x 400g

Rosso Gargano Condirosso
Sugo Fresco with Datterino (with Basil, White Onion
"Margherita IGP" & EVO DOP "Alto Tavoliere")
2 x 230g

Tomatoes

Retail Support

Shelf Labels

Pull-up Banners

Shelf Wobblers

Tomatoes

Molino Dallagiovanna
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1832
Region: Piacenza, Italy

Molino Dalla Giovanna was established in 1832 and has
been a family business for six generations. Located in
Piacenza, the only location in Italy where soft wheat is
grown.
Molino Dalla Giovanna is the only mill in Italy that wash all of
their grains before milling. Pierluigi Dallagiovanna, is
personally responsible for the selection of the grains. Molino
Dalla Giovanna’s intuition in choosing the most suitable
grains, their methods of analysis and research, and their
combination of traditional processes and avant-garde
machinery guarantees an outstanding finished product.

Flour

Why Molino Dallagiovanna?
“Molino Dallagiovanna works to uphold the Italian traditions, but it does more:
thanks to the efforts of all the Molino team, selected blends and the best grain,
many different mixtures are produced that become smaller works of culinary art
served to your patrons…”
Key Points
Choice of Grain: Pierliugi Dallagiovanna travels to the main Italian markets every week to select the various types of grain.

Cleaning of wheat: The only mill in Italy to wash their wheat with drinkable water. This process eliminates a greater number of
impurities, making for a more uniform level of grain humidity.
Milling & Resting Wheat: A slow temperature-controlled milling process.
This process allows for the protection of proteins and starch in the flour. Consistency, is one of the most important aspects of
MDG.
Officially approved and certified by Verace Pizza Napoletana Assocation (AVPN)

Flour

Retail Range

Molino Dallagiovanna
'La Napoletana' Pizza Flour '00'
10 x 1kg

Molino Dallagiovanna
'La Triplozero' Fresh
Pasta Flour '00'
10 x 1kg

Molino Dallagiovanna 'Universale'
Flour for multiple uses
10 x 1kg

Flour

Retail Range (Gluten Free)

Molino Dallagiovanna Flour for
Pizza & Bread (GF)
10 x 1kg

Molino Dallagiovanna Flour
for Pasta (GF)
10 x 1kg

Flour

Corvino
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 2009
Region: Caserta, Naples, Italy

The love for the land, the animals and the simplicity of the raw materials is
what inspires us every day to create a quality product, using accurate
procedures and techniques.
Our farm specializes in buffalo breeding, investing its resources in milk quality
control, via a process that takes place in three fundamental steps:
1. Choosing the livestock
2. Accurate controls
3. Respecting sanitary and hygienic regulations

Cheese

The Story of Mozzarella di Buffala

The history of this wonderful cheese is closely linked to the introduction of the
first buffalos in Italy.

The most likely hypothesis is that they were the Arabs to introduce
these extraordinary animals in Sicily, and only around the year 1000AC, by the will
of the Norman kings, began to breed them. Particularly appreciated for their
physical strength were initially used as work animals, up to find out the quality of
their milk.

Buffalo Mozzarella Approved*

BRC Approved

Cheese

Retail Range

Corvino Mozzarella di Buffala Campana
125g

Cheese

Colla Gran Duca
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1921
Region: Piacenza, Italy
As today, the milk comes from farms situated in the territory of the
Province of Piacenza, bordering the area of production of Parmigiano
Reggiano.
Ranked among leading Italian producers of Grana Padano.
The vital point of reference of retailers which offer the Colla family of
products are their quality and presentation to customers.

Cheese

The History of Grana Padano D.O.P

Only Grana Padano’s qualities entitle it to the name Grana Padano.
It is for this reason its name must always be said in its entirety: Grana Padano.
Due to its popularity around the world, the name Grana Padano has inevitably
acquired a certain status associated with that of a high-quality product. The
significance of the name Grana Padano sets it apart.
These two words embody the entire history of Grana Padano, dating all the way
back to its original roots. "Grana" due to its texture, "grana" means "grainy" in
Italian. "Padano" from the production area in the "Pianura Padana" which is the
Po River Valley in northern Italy. Unique, unmistakable and incomparable.

Cheese

Retail Range

D.O.P Grana Padano (Grated)
1kg

D.O.P Gran Duca Grana Padano
R/W

Cheese

Zero 95 a Casa

(Awarded World Best Pizza 2016)
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 2016
Region: Melbourne, Australia
A unique and authentic pizza experience offered in in the comfort of your own home,
Molino Dallagiovanna (Flour) and Rosso Gargano (Tomatoes) are pleased to have the
opportunity to form a relationship with one of Melbourne's staple Pizzerias.

A renowned brand that offer amazing pizzas using the best ingredients, Molino
Dallagiovanna and Rosso Gargano's values and premium Italian ingredients are closely
aligned to ensure Zero95 continuously serve outstanding pizza and remain true to their
Italian heritage.

Woodfire Pizza Bases

Retail Range

Zero 95 a Casa
Margherita
(5pcs)

Zero 95 a Casa
Margherita (Vegan)
(5pcs)

Zero 95 a Casa
Capricciosa
(5pcs)

Woodfire Pizza Bases

Retail Range

Zero 95 a Casa
Salami
(5pcs)

Zero 95 a Casa
Hawaiian
(5pcs)

Zero 95 a Casa
Vegetarian
(5pcs)

Woodfire Pizza Bases

Neri Sottoli
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1947
Region: Lamporecchio, Tuscany, Italy
The story of Neri begins in the heart of Tuscany, when the company started to
process the most precious fruit of this land, olives. Today, 70 years after that first
step, Neri are the leaders in the production of quality products in oil, pickles and
sauces. The family, guardian of the founding values of corporate activities, keeps
promoting the Tuscan tradition of high-quality food.
New technologies to control each step of the manufacturing process are the
guarantee of the maintenance of high-quality standards. Thanks to the
combination of tradition and innovation, Neri can always propose new delicious
recipes that preserve its authentic taste. Care and passion are at the soul of their
products.

Vegetables & Antipasti

Retail Range

Neri Artichokes - Alla Casalinga
800g

Neri Artichokes - Small
900g

Neri Marinated Eggplant
950g

Neri Artichokes - Alla Romana
800g

Vegetables & Antipasti

Retail Range

Neri Sun Dried Tomatoes
800g

Neri Capers – Small (5-6ml)
1050g

Neri Capers
950g

Neri Gherkins - Small
850g

Vegetables & Antipasti

Retail Range

Neri Giardinera
850g

Neri Black Olives
850g

Neri Green Olives
850g

Neri Green Cerignola Olives
850g

Vegetables & Antipasti

Greci Prontofresco
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1923
Region: Parma, Italy
Greci Industria Alimentare was established in Parma (Italy) in 1923 by Geremia Greci as a tomato processing company. Giuseppe Greci and his
sons created the current company in 1966. A few decades have passed but Giorgio and Gilberto still running the activity with the same passion
from day one. It is a long history of passion for good food, human relationships and a great respect for tradition. ‘Prontofresco’ is the brand
which the company has always marked its special preparations; today it is the brand chosen by Italian food operators and offers 300 top quality
products, a quality that is constant, true and guaranteed. Prontofresco products are ideal as appetisers, in a risotto or pasta sauces, as pizza
toppings or to garnish main courses.
Situated in Parma, Greci is located in the heart of the Italian Food Valley. Since 1923, Greci has been committed to the transformation of
tomatoes into pulp and concentrates. This long history of experience has given rise to a passion for quality. The Greci line consists of products
that have been specifically designed for restaurants, luxury hotels and catering centers.

Sauces, Vegetables
& Antipasti

Why Greci?
Key Points
Raw Material - It is Grecis many years of experience that allows them to recognize and select AUTHENTIC
RAW MATERIALS by origin, by seasonality and by true quality. Greci prefer fresh raw materials that are
processed in their factories, respecting the seasonality of the crops, with environmentally friendly
methods.
Greci favour Italian raw materials, in some cases IGP and DOP, or in any case the most suitable areas of
origin.
Product Certifications
• 100% Italian
• PDO and PGI processed from fresh
• Good for all: creating products with recipes suitable for consumers with intolerances or special dietary
needs;
• Nutritionally balanced.

Sauces, Vegetables
& Antipasti

Retail Range

Sauces, Vegetables
& Antipasti

Retail Range

Sauces, Vegetables
& Antipasti

Retail Range

Sauces, Vegetables
& Antipasti

Bongusto
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 2019
Region: Melbourne, Australia
Bongusto’s ‘Fatto a Mano’ selection of artisan food products or otherwise referred as
‘Hand-made’ recognises the importance of culinary traditions and sustainability.
That’s why at Bongusto we prepare each product to order and all our products are
Natural, Australian Made and Free of preservatives and artificial flavours or colours.

Antipasti

Retail Range

Bongusto
Polenta Chips
6 x (8x45g)

Bongusto
Arancini with Porcini
Truffle
6 x (8x50g)

Bongusto
Arancini with Artichoke Puree
6 x (8x50g)

Bongusto
Arancini with Bolognese
6 x (8x50g)

Vegetables & Antipasti

Casa Rinaldi

Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1979
Region: Modena, Italy
At Casa Rinaldi we keep to the traditions of our ancestors, who knew that eating
healthy helps them better enjoy a longer life. Nevertheless, we are aware that
everything changes, that modernization changes the face of everything: starting
from what we eat and wear, to the way we communicate and travel.

Sophisticated, elegant and discrete as color and shape, on one hand, functional
and flexible, on the other hand, our way of packing products, that we constantly
improve, makes them easy to recognize on market shelves.

Legumes +More

Retail Range

Casa Rinaldi Borlotti Beans
24 x 400g

Casa Rinaldi Chick-Peas
24 x 400g

Casa Rinaldi Butter Beans
24 x 400g

Legumes +More

Retail Range

Casa Rinaldi Italian Arborio Rice
10 x 1kg

Casa Rinaldi Truffle Infused Oil
250ml

Casa Rinaldi Grissini Sticks with EVO
125g

Legumes +More

Note di Nero

Brand Background & Origin
Region: Modena, Italy
Note di Nero is a brand of ABCD - Balsamic Vinegar Condimenti and Dintorni, a company that has been a protagonist in the world of
balsamic vinegar for decades. It was created with a genuine and deep passion for the symbol of the Modena territory and of its
culture.

Note di Nero produces its balsamic using traditional oak barrels made by master craftsmen, where the vinegar matures for a long time
and turns into a first quality product. Note di Nero has accepted the challenge of blending industrial processes with the respect of
production protocols; the result is an excellent gastronomic product, made in conformity with the highest hygiene and quality
standards. Our careful selection of the best ingredients guarantees a genuine and uncompromising product.

Vinegar

Specialty Lines

Red Wine Vinegar di Modena
1lt

White Wine Vinegar di Modena
1lt

Classic Balsamic Glaze
di Modena
250ml

Balsamic Vinegar
"Verdure" di Modena
250ml

Vinegar

Specialty Lines

Note di Legno "Delicato"
Balsamic Vinegar di Modena I.G.P
100ml

Balsamic Vinegar
di Modena I.G.P
"Vivace"
250ml

Balsamic Vinegar
Note di Mela "Apple"
250ml

Balsamic Vinegar
Note di Arancia "Orange"
250ml

Vinegar

Forno D'Asolo
Brand Background & Origin

Founded: 1985
Region: Asolo, Italy
It is among the gently rolling hills and treasured traditions of Asolo, that creates its specialties. In
this charming location, a small bakery destined to carry the name of Asolo all over the world
started its business five generations ago.
Cold Chain Technology

Freezing food is one of the best methods to ensure long term conservation of its organoleptic
characteristics, reducing the use of preservatives. The freezing of Forno D'Asolo's products takes
place rapidly until a temperature of -18/-22 is reached. Baked pastry and puff pastry products will
maintain their fragrance and sweet scent, while their desserts, once defrosted, will return soft,
creamy and delicious as if just prepared, ready to be served.

54

Sweets

Food Service Range

Forno d'Asolo Krapfen Plain Donuts
48 x 50g

Forno d'Asolo Ciambella Donuts
30 x 95g

Dessert is the final touch of lunch or dinner, chosen to indulge
in something delicious and rewarding. Great classics with a
light taste and an inviting scent, these donuts are sweet, filled
with softness and irresistible appeal in the window.
Products already cooked, ready to serve.

55

Sweets

Acqua Panna
Brand Background & Origin

Founded: 1860s
Region: Tuscany, Italy
14 Years of Limestone Filtration – The Acqua Panna sources are located 3,700 feet high in the Apennines Mountains of Tuscany where its
waters are filtered for 14-years through limestone.
Balanced Organoleptic Contents – Its moderate salt content and small amounts of calcium, magnesium and silica, provide it with balanced
organoleptic qualities, and also give it a tonic note.
Fine dining water of choice - Top restaurants and hotels across the world have chosen it as their fine dining water of choice because of its
high quality.
Acqua Panna’s long history dates back to the Renaissance. Beginning in 1564, the Medicis Family owned the spring. The first Acqua Panna
was bottled in the 1860s in a plant built on one of The Medici's farm buildings. It was then delivered by horse and cart to Florence. Aqua
Panna has also been part of the San Pellegrino Group since 1957.

Beverages

Food Service Range

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water
24 x 250ml

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water
24 x 500ml

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water (PET)
24 x 500ml

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water
12 x 750ml

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water
12 x 1lt

Acqua Panna
Non-Carbonated
Mineral Water (PET)
12 x 1lt

Beverages

San Pellegrino
Brand Background & Origin
Founded: 1899
Region: Bergamo, Italy

Industry leading – Established over 120 years ago
Globally Renowned Branding – Sold in over 100 countries worldwide
Taste & Health Benefits - Stores over 10 minerals naturally
S.Pellegrino mineral water is produced in San Pellegrino Terme. The water originates from a layer of rock 400 metres (1,300 ft) below the
surface, where it is mineralised from contact with limestone and volcanic rocks. The springs are located at the foot of a dolomite mountain
wall which favours the formation and replenishment of a mineral water basin.
The water then seeps to depths of over 700 m (2,300 ft) and flows underground to a distant aquifer. The water from the spring is not naturally
carbonated; rather, gas is added prior to packaging. The water from this spring is only used for the natural product and is not used for any of
the flavoured varieties.

Beverages

Food Service Range

San Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water
24 x 250ml

San Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water
24 x 500ml

San Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water
(PET)
24 x 500ml

San Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water
12 x 750ml

San Pellegrino
Sparkling Mineral Water
12 x 1lt

Beverages

Retail Range

San Pellegrino Sparkling Chinotto
Bottle - 6 x 4 x 200ml
Can - 6 x 4 x 330ml

San Pellegrino Sparkling Aranciata Rossa
Bottle - 6 x 4 x 200ml
Can - 6 x 4 x 330ml

San Pellegrino Sparkling Limonata
Bottle - 6 x 4 x 200ml
Can - 6 x 4 x 330ml

Beverages

Retail Range

San Pellegrino Sparkling Aranciata
Bottle - 6 x 4 x 200ml
Can - 6 x 4 x 330ml

San Pellegrino Sparkling Pompelmo
Bottle - 6 x 4 x 200ml
Can - 6 x 4 x 330ml

Beverages

Retail Point of Contact
Dylan Garofalo

M: 0448 544 588
E: DylanG@brunofinefoods.com.au

Lucas Mucciante

M: 0409 817 231
E: LucasM@brunofinefoods.com.au

Stefan Mason

M: 0422 756 177
E: Sm@brunofinefoods.com.au

Customer Service
M: 03 8371 8000
E: Sales@brunofinefoods.com.au

Sharing Australia's love for Premium Italian Food & Beverage

